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CEOCFO: Ms. Mahajan, would you tell us about MevoLife?
Ms. Mahajan: Mevolife is an all round fitness coach that makes it easy and fun to get you fit. Being an avid fitness 
follower myself, I started trying various fitness apps available in the market and found some really interesting to use and 
was actively using them for a while. But over a period of time, I started to get fatigue having to use 5 different apps to be 
fit. I had no way to integrate all the fragmented data all at one place. It became overwhelming, boring and stopped making 
any sense and eventually came out discouraged and disoriented. Meanwhile, professionally I was always lucky to be a 
part of the Mobile Apps Ecosystem and having a great experience of Mobile app Development and having an excellent 
experience of user experiences, behaviors, app design and flows besides working on Advanced apps for consumers and 
enterprise levels. And this frustration coincided with my Professional experience and that's how I thought to throw a towel 
on the existing apps, determined to solve the current problems the current apps are facing to do good to myself and for a 
better Society. Fitness is everywhere and many people have left it in between being bored and direction less like me and 
hence made sure that there is enough Fun, inspiration, interaction and experience in my app that will stay put and stick to 
a permanent solution to their problems and eventually make them share and inspire to their family and friends.

CEOCFO: Your sites shows you offer, “a beautiful and interactive interface”. How have you gone about creating 
something that makes users feel happy?  What were some of the challenges?
Ms. Mahajan: Firstly, thank you so much for liking the interface we have created. As I mentioned to you before, I was 
lucky professionally to be a part of Mobile App Development and have worked on user behaviors, app designs, flows in 
my previous company. So I always knew what the user likes and dislikes. But again when it comes to a consumer app in 
the utility genre, it's a big challenge to create something that the user will be hooked upon. We had many rounds of testing 
and de bugging that also included outside Beta testers to give their suggestions and inputs on the user design and 
experience. Can't really say we faced a lot of challenges as we always knew what the current fitness apps lacked and 
implemented everything and more that they lacked.

CEOCFO: What are some of the items a user will find on MevoLife that they might not find elsewhere?
Ms. Mahajan: How how are we different then our Competition? Well for the first time we have created a fitness app that 
has Gamification (Quiz, Challenges and interesting automated prompts with rewards) as a core interest to the users. We 
believe this is total miss in all the other apps in the fitness domain. Also, we have brought in the Reward points that will 
motivate the user to come and use the app on daily basis. The rewards can be used for various benefits like unlocking the 
premium app and real merchandise like Sippers, t-shirts, Gym bags and Mevofit bands and personal coaching services. 
We also have a dedicated Workout Section that has over 500 Exercises and more than 150 Workout plans designed by 
experts along with tutorial Videos with virtual male & female Coaches. This feature is not there in any of the apps. The 
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app most importantly has everything revolving fitness under one app and hence this will definitely stand us apart from our 
Competitors. 

CEOCFO: Do you think people that are using fitness apps are ready and looking for a more unified approach?
Ms. Mahajan: Definitely out of firstly my personal experiences that made me create an app like this and also from the 
feedback that we get from the real users tell us that this is what was lacking in the fitness space which got created first 
time ever. 

CEOCFO: What has changed from user feedback?
Ms. Mahajan: Well the users have asked for added features in the app that will upgrade app from the features 
prospective. For example: Recently a user asked for a time tracker that we missed in the app and we immediately 
planned to include in our next update. We also have requests from our users to add more content like Challenges, Diets 
etc. that we already added in our app. 

CEOCFO: How do you stand out from the crowd?
Ms. Mahajan: We stand out from the Crowd for many reasons. Firstly it is not just an app but it is an wholesome 
integrated fitness approach that focuses on having everything under one roof. Secondly we have not only created a 
solution for the consumers through app & Merchandise but also created a first ever fitness platform which we will launch   
soon that will be an enabler between the expert and the consumer. Hence this makes us a 360' fitness Brand and easily 
standing out from the crowd. We also have Lauren Gottlieb (You think you can Dance Fame) as our Brand Ambassador 
which again makes us stand out from the crowd. 

CEOCFO: What is the revenue plan currently?
Ms. Mahajan: Currently the app is free to download and pay for the premium features through subscriptions. We have 
monthly, quarterly and yearly subscriptions in the app. 

CEOCFO: Do you know what parts of the app are getting the most attention and are there some features that are 
not used the way you expect?
Ms. Mahajan: We have a unified Dashboard which drives a lot of attention as it is customizable and you can plug 
whatever you want on the front page of the app. The rewards, workouts & recipes are also used quite a lot. 

CEOCFO: Are you funded for your next steps or seeking partnerships or investments?
Ms. Mahajan: Currently we are self funded. Going ahead we definitely seek strategic partnerships to bring the fitness 
platform called the MevoClub , enterprise segment called the MevoOutreach and the Merchandise to be sold on out Store 
called MevoFit.

CEOFO: What is the key on the business side to staying focused when you have so much opportunity?
Ms. Mahajan: The key is to deliver all round fitness without the users needing to juggle between different apps, platforms 
and outlets from within our app.


